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A BSTRA CT

Synthesis and Characterization of Bulk and Thin film SbxScioo-x Phase Change
Alloys
by
N irup Bandaru
Dr. Ram a Venkat, Exam ination Comm ittee Chair
Professor o f Electrical and C om puter Engineering
U niversity o f N evada, Las Vegas
Dr. Ravhi S Kumar, Exam ination Comm ittee Co-Chair
Professor o f Physics and Astronom y
U niversity o f N evada, Las Vegas
Phase change alloys have recently gained increasing attention due to their application
in developing phase change random m em ory (PRAM ) devices, as Flash m em ory based
devices are rapidly approaching their technological limitations.

The m ost dom inant

features o f PRAM devices are its non-volatile nature, com patible w ith present day IC ’s
m anufacturing process, high density, fast operation, low pow er consum ption etc.
Devices built on binary alloys such as A ntim ony - Selenium (SbSe) exhibit certain
superior properties such as fast operation, reduced pow er consumption, econom ical etc.
com pared to that o f ternary alloy (GST). In order to understand this behavior in detail,
bulk SbxSeioo-x (40 < x < 70) allo y s are syn th esized and d ep osited as thin film s on silic o n
(100) plane substrate. Series o f experiments such as X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD),
Energy dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDAX), Spectroscopic Ellipsom eter, Hall test
experiments are carried out to characterize both the bulk and thin films. EDAX
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experiments show the deviation betw een bulk and thin films com positions is less than
10%. D iffraction patterns o f bulk exhibit orthorhom bic structure, i.e., Sb 2 Se 3 type w here
as thin films dem onstrate am orphous behavior. Impact o f annealing on thin films is
studied by heating the films to 170°C under argon (Ar) ambience. Post annealing results
o f Sb 4 oSe6 o thin films show the crystal structure is orthorhom bic and crystallization
tem perature (Tc) increases with increase in Sb content o f the compound. Ellipsom etry and
Hall m easurem ents o f annealed films exhibit high refractive index (n), low extinction
coefficient (k) and high carrier concentration w ith associated low carrier mobility.
Further the conductivity o f annealed Sb 4 oSe6 o thin films switches from p to n type.
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CH A PTER 1

INTRO DU CTIO N
Phase-change alloys also referred as Chalcogenide glass are gaining increasing
interest because o f their use in the data storage media, w hich is crucial to the inform ation
technology industry [ 1 ], Compounds containing one or more chalcogenide elements such
as Sulphur, Selenium, and Tellurium as a substantial com ponent are know n as
Chalcogenides. These m aterials exhibit fast reversible am orphous-to-crystal phase
transitions upon application o f heat and can be used in applications as diverse as, non
volatile memory, optical disks, polarized hologram s, opto-m echanical actuators and
infrared optical w aveguides [2 ],
The m odem day technology is strongly associated w ith the advancem ent in data
storage technology. Researchers are trying to find new approach and m aterials to build
memory, w hich is non-volatile in nature, com patible with present day's IC m anufacturing
process, fast, dense, low pow er consumption, and econom ical [3]. One such prom ising
candidate is Phase change Random A ccess M em ory (PRAM ) [4]. Thin films com prising
chalcogenides are used in PRA M devices w hich upon application o f heat switches state.
The phase transition is accom panied by a change in electrical property, i.e., from highly
resistive am orphous state to low resistance crystalline state. The interesting behavior o f
chalcogenide thin films is that apart from change in electrical and physical properties,
they do undergo a change in optical properties during phase transitions. This feature is
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exploited in writing and rew riting binary data onto optical m edia, com pact disc (CD) and
digital video disc (DVD). Potential phase change m em ory alloys are: GaSb, SbSe, InSb,
InSe, GaSeTe, G eSbTe, A glnSbTe etc.
The m ost com m on com m ercially used chalcogenide alloy is GeSbTe (GST). But
recent studies [5] on alloys containing A ntim ony (Sb) and Selenium (Se) show that SbSe
has better scalability, low er m elting point, low pow er consumption, fast speed o f
operation com pared to that o f GST. Hence this research focuses on synthesizing bulk
SbSe alloy o f varying com positions that is SbxScioo-x with increasing Sb content from
40% to 70%. Thin films o f different thicknesses were fabricated out o f bulk m aterial
using therm al evaporation technique. Characterization o f bulk materials and thin films
w ere done w ith respect to the structural, electronic and optical properties. Also
com positional analysis was perform ed on bulk as well as thin films to m ake sure that the
obtained com position is w ell w ith in the design values. Finally the films were subjected
to heat under argon gas am bience to study the affect o f tem perature on physical
properties upon annealing. In addition to the above in-situ tem perature x-ray diffraction
(XRD) was carried out on bulk samples to see w hether there is any crystal-structural
transitions in the bulk upon heating.

1.1 Categorization o f the Thesis
In chapter 2, a literature review on fabrication and characterization o f different phase
change m aterials is presented. Chapter 3 deals w ith the tools and experim ental procedure
used to characterize the samples, followed by results and discussion section in chapter 4.
Conclusions and recom m endations for future w ork are presented in chapter 5.

CH A PTER 2

BA CKG RO UN D
The phase change phenom enon a property exhibited by chalcogenide glasses was first
explored as a potential m em ory technology by Stanford Ovshinsky o f Energy Conversion
Devices in the 1960s [5], In the Septem ber 1970 issue o f Electronics, G ordon M oore co
founder o f Intel published an article on this technology [6 ]. H ow ever issues such as
material quality and pow er consum ption prevented com m ercialization o f the technology.
M ore recently, interest and research have resum ed on chalcogenide thin films as flash and
DRAM m em ory technologies are encountering scaling difficulties as chip lithography
shrinks [7].
Phase change alloys have two stable states, i.e., am orphous and crystalline state. In
am orphous phase, it is highly disordered, i.e., atoms in the m aterial do not have particular
spatial arrangem ent. In this state, the m aterial displays high resistivity and high
reflectivity. O n the other hand, in crystalline or poly crystalline state, the material has well
defined spatial atom ic arrangem ent as shown in Figure 2.1 and exhibits low resistivity
and low reflectivity [8 ].
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Figure 2.1 A schematic figure showing the spatial atomic arrangem ents o f am orphous
and polycrystalline materials, (a,), (b,) depicting the spatial atom ic arrangem ent o f
am orphous and polycrystalline thin films and (ai), (bi) Surface reflectivity o f am orphous
and polycrystalline thin films.

2.1 Devices B ased on Phase Change Alloys
Exploiting the change in optical properties betw een the am orphous and crystalline
state, chalcogenide alloys are used in variety o f applications such as writing and reading
out data onto optical disks. Further, the change in electrical resistance o f these m aterial
during phase transition is used new solid state m em ory device know as Phase Change
M em ory (PCM).

2.1.1 Trends in Optical Storage Technology
Re-w ritable com pact discs (CD-RW ) contains a phase-change alloy recording layer
com posed o f a phase change material, m ost often A glnSbTe, an alloy o f silver, indium,
antim ony and tellurium . A n infrared laser beam is used to selectively heat and m elt the
crystallized recording layer into an am orphous state or to anneal it at a low tem perature
back to its crystalline state. The differences in reflectance o f these areas can be used to
detect digital inform ation stored in com pact discs (CD) [9]. M icrostructurally these
digital bits appear as pits and lands o f size dictated by the spot size o f the laser beam used
for writing. W ith the grow ing needs o f nonvolatile memory, it is desirable to have more
inform ation stored per square centim eter (sqcm). The am ount o f inform ation stored on
the disc is inversely proportional to the size o f data spots (pits). The size o f pits can be
reduced by cutting dow n the w avelength o f the laser beam used for writing. The
technological trends in optical m edia [10] are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Technological trends in optical storage [9]
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The size o f the pits can also be reduced by increasing the size o f the optical system's
num erical aperture (NA), thereby the density o f data stored can be increased dramatically
as in bin ray discs. Effect o f num erical aperture (NA) through w avelength on the am ount
o f data stored onto optical discs is illustrated by the data presented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 V arious optical storage m edia along with the wavelength o f laser used,
num erical operation storage capacity [ 1 0 ].

b jita i.

N .4

(nm)

(GB)
0.«S
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400
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It is noted that as the w avelength o f laser is decreased the num erical aperture and
proportionally the storage capacity increases.
2.1.2 Phase Change M em ory (PCM)
As FLASH m em ory scaling trend is slowing down, there is a need for alternatives,
w hich have relatively better trade o ff betw een scalability and reliability. One such
prom ising technology is Phase Change M em ory (PCM ). Chalcogenide films exhibit
negative resistance and bistable behavior and this property is used in the PCM
technology. D ew ald introduced the concept o f PRAM in 1962, however, it was in early
2000s that the sem iconductor industry started developing PCM on large scale [11]. In
case o f PRA M chip, the resistive electrode is used for heating o f chalcogenide thin films
to change the state from crystalline to am orphous chalcogenide, thus, changing the
resistance o f the film locally [ 1 2 ].

A m o rp h o u s
C h alco g e n id e

Crystalline
C halcogenide

Resistive
Electrode

Figure 2.3 PRAM built on a thin film along with resistive electrode [12]

The chalcogenide thin film can be view ed as a variable resistor, hence the basic cell
o f PRAM can be m odeled as a 1-transistor 1-resistor cell [13]. Program m ing is achieved
by driving a current pulse through the resistive electrode so that the material, which is in
close contact w ith the electrode, gets heated to a tem perature higher than its m elting
tem perature (Tm). The m olten m atter is super cooled by passing a trailing edge current
pulse that last for a few nanoseconds only. Since the m olten m aterial has no time to
rearrange the atomic bonds, it is left to be in am orphous state. The resistance o f the
am orphous chalcogenide is in the range o f few m ega ohms (M Q) and this state is referred
to as “reset” state. In order to have the opposite transition, i.e., from am orphous to
crystalline phase, a current pulse is passed through the electrode so that the m aterial gets
heated to a tem perature which is less than its m elting tem perature (Tm) and then cooled

down slowly so that the material takes its original form, i.e., crystalline phase. The
crystalline phase is referred to as “set” state, w hich has low resistance, i.e., in the range o f
few hundred to kilo ohms (KQ). The process o f state o f m atter changes from crystalline
to am orphous and then back to crystalline as a function o f tem perature is illustrated
schem atically in Figure 2.4 [13 -14].

Supercooling

f

Amorphous

LU

Crystalline
T,

g

Temperature

Figure 2.4 A Schem atic diagram showing the phase transition, from am orphous to
crystalline and crystalline to amorphous. [15]

Reading is accom plished by sensing the current flow ing through cell under bias
conditions. U nder “set” state device the drive the bit line capacitances, thus, m aking it
read to read a current through sense am plifier, w hich is represented as binary "1". A cell
in “reset” state w ill not be able to trigger the sensing am plifier and hence does not read a
current represented as binary "0" [15].

Bit line

Chalcogenide M aterial

W ord line

Figure 2.5 1-Transistor 1-Resistor model o f a PRAM cell

2.1.2.1 A dvantages and Limitations o f PRAM
The following are the advantages o f PRAM:
N on-volatile in nature
simple to design and com patible with the shrinking lithography
Low w riting times
Better endurance characteristics
Low pow er consum ption
M ulti-bit capability and
Econom ical
A lthough PRAM is one o f the prom ising next generation non-volatile m em ory
devices, there are a few limitations, w hich have to be addressed. PCM has high reset
current, i.e., program m ing current density in the active region, w hich is greater than
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^

A/cm^ in m ost o f the cases. This led the incorporation o f heat sinks along w ith the cell so
that the effect o f the tem perature on adjacent cells is reduced w hich increases the cost per

unit. Therefore, better ways have to be devised for in order to reduce the processing cost
[16]. In addition, as phase change is a therm ally driven process rather than electronic
process care m ust be taken regarding the am bient conditions, otherw ise data stored can be
lost permanently.

2.2 Chalcogenide Thin Film Fabrication
In the section

2

. 1 , possible applications o f chalcogenide thin films w ere presented.

GeSbTe and A glnSbTe are com m only used chalcogenide thin films, new materials w ith
better perform ance characteristics are essential for developing this area o f device
applications further led to the fabrication o f thin films o f different com pounds with
varying com positions and characterizing them w ith respect to the physical, electronic,
and optical properties.
2.2.1 Physics o f Thin Film Form ation
A solid m aterial is said to be in thin film form when it is built up, as a thin layer on a
solid support, called substrate, ab initio [17] by controlled condensation o f the individual
atomic, molecular, or ionic species, either directly by a physical process or through a
chem ical process.
Thin films are different from bulk m aterials in the following ways.
•

Thin films are not fully dense

•

Have a two dim ensional (2-D) structure

•

Strongly influenced by surface and interface effects

•

Subject to stress, from lattice m isfits w ith the substrate or difference in therm al
characteristics betw een thin film and substrate exhibit different defect structure.
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Thin film deposition process mainly involves the following three steps:
•

Em ission o f atomic, molecular, or ionic particles from source (target) either
through heat or physical sputtering by the other atomic species.

•

Transport o f these em itted particles to the substrate, w hich can be either directed
or through vacuum.

•

Condensation o f particles on substrate, either directly or through a chemical
reaction to form a solid deposit.

Form ation o f thin film takes place via nucléation and growth, details o f w hich are
presented below.
•

The particles on im pinging the substrate lose enough therm al energy to stay
physically on the surface o f the substrate. These adsorbed particles are know n as
adatoms. Typically, in this case the adatoms are attached to the surface through
V an der W aal type bonding w hich has energies less than 0.3eV [18].

•

The adatoms m ove over the surface by hopping from one location to another with
help o f therm al energy know n as surface migration. D uring this process they
interact w ith the other adatoms to form bigger clusters.

•

These adatoms being therm odynam ically unstable tend to desorbs depending
upon the deposition param eters such as flux rate and temperature. I f the adatom
reaches a stable cluster before getting desorbed, it enlarges the cluster.

•

S in ce th ese clusters critical n u clei are le ss m ob ile and therm ally stable than

individual adatoms they tend to rem ain at the locations w here they are form ed and
grow in size and numbers. These are called islands [18].
•

In order to reduce the surface area these small islands start fusing w ith each other
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to form bigger islands, known as agglomeration [18].
These large islands continue to grow leaving behind channels or holes o f exposed
substrate leading to the form ation o f thin film.

Impinging M aterial

A dsorption

^

D esorption

Substrats
diffusion

Figure 2.6 Sim plified m odel o f thin film deposition [19]

2.2.2 Factors A ffecting Thin Film Form ation
The following affect the form ation o f thin films.
•

D eposition techniques

•

Type o f m aterial to be deposited

•

Substrate properties, w hich determ ine the am ount o f adhesion betw een the
substrate and target atoms and the lattice misfits betw een the thin film and
substrate.

•

Surface irregularities o f the substrate

•

Rate o f deposition and

•

M edium such as argon gas, or vacuum.
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2.2.3 Deposition Techniques
There are m any w ays to deposit a specim en as a thin film. The m ost com m only used
one are V apor deposition techniques. V apor deposition techniques can be broadly divided
into two categories:
•

Physical V apor D eposition (PVD) and

•

Chem ical V apor D eposition (CVD)

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) is a vaporization coating technique, w hich involves
transfer o f solid m aterial from the source to the substrate on an atomic level in a vacuum.
The level o f vacuum should be such that the m ean free path o f the target m olecules is
grater than the cham ber dim ensions and the distance from source to the substrate [18 19]. Furtherm ore physical vapor deposition technique can be classified as:
•

Therm al Evaporation and

•

Sputtering

2.2.3.1 Therm al Evaporation
Therm al evaporation known, as vacuum evaporation is one o f the m ost w idely used
deposition techniques. As the nam e suggests, this technique consists o f vaporization o f
the solid material by therm ally heating the raw material above its m elting tem perature
and then, condensing it onto a cooler substrate to form thin film. A n electric resistance
heater in the form o f tungsten filam ent or a boat is used to heat the source material. This
process is carried out in vacuum so that the material in the form o f vapor reaches the
substrate w ithout scattering against any other gas atoms and also to avoid the presence o f
impurities. M olecular Beam Epitaxy (M BE) is a sophisticated form o f therm al
evaporation [15-18].
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2.2.3.2 Sputtering
Sputtering is a PVD process in w hich the target atoms or m olecules are ejected by
bom barding the solid material w ith energetic and non-reactive ions. U sually argon gas
(Ar) is used for bom barding the target. These ions upon im pinging the solid material
transfer energy and m om entum to the target atoms, w hich condense on a substrate to
form thin film. There should be enough ions, i.e., A r plasm a inside the deposition
cham ber in order to sustain the sputtering process [15-18].
Sputtering process is characterized by a param eter called sputter yield (S).
S = num ber o f ejected target atoms / num ber incident (Ar) ions
Sputtering yield (S) depends upon:
•

Type o f sputtering em ployed

•

M ass and energy o f sputtering gas atoms

•

Target m aterials w hich include the mass and binding energy o f target atoms

•

Geometry o f the deposition cham ber

Using m agnetron sputtering, in w hich a m agnetic field is used to yield m ultiple sputtering
events by the ions, can enhance sputtering yield.
2.2.3.3 Chem ical V apor D eposition (CVD)
C hem ical vapor deposition (CVD) is a process by w hich solid thin films are deposited
on substrate by reacting vapor or liquid phase chem icals that contain the constituents o f
thin film. The m ain difference betw een CVD and PVD is that in PVD the target material
is in solid form w here as in CVD it can be either a liquid or a gas. A pictorial
representation illustrating the difference between CVD and PVD is shown in Figure 2.7
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Chem ical vapor deposition

P hysical vapor deposition

T arg e t

Substrate

Figure 2.7 Pictorial representations illustrating the difference betw een CVD and PVD

2.3 Recent W ork on Chalcogenide Thin Films
The growing dem and for non-volatile m emory and optical storage has resulted in
search o f new m aterials, which have better characteristics than the existing ones. Thin
films o f various m aterials are being fabricated and studied extensively w ith respect to the
crystal structure, therm al stability, electronic properties etc. A lthough GST (Ge 2 Sb 2 T c 5 )
is the most com m only used phase change alloy, new methods have to be developed to
increase its perform ance. One such effort is to study the effect o f Silicon (Si) doping on
electrical properties and therm al stability o f GST thin films. It is observed that w ith the
increase in silicon concentration both phase transition tem perature and crystallization
tem perature increases but the m elting point o f the alloy decreases slightly. A lso the
electrical resistivity, i.e., dynam ic resistance o f the GST thin films increases w ith the Si
content, w hich is

suitable for phase change m em ory because

o f low writing

(program m ing) current w hen com pared to that o f undoped GST films [20].
The im pact o f thickness o f the film deposited is being studied w ith respect to the
crystallization tem perature and resistivity o f the film. It is noted that thicker films
crystallize m ore easily than thinner films and the film resistivity decreases w ith the
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increase in the thickness o f the film. Studies on GeSeTes thin films fabricated through
co-sputtering o f individual elements in stoichiom etric proportions proved out to be a
good fit for PRA M devices because o f their low phase transition tem perature when
com pared to that o f traditional Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 (GST) films [21].
Phase change alloys presented so far are either ternary or quaternary compounds with
hazardous Tellurium (Te) as one o f the prim ary constituent. A lso fabricating these thin
films w ith extrem ely good control over the balance o f the individual elements is really
difficult. So there is a need for new com pounds, w hich can be fabricated w ith relatively
more ease and free from Tellurium (Te), and hence environm ent friendly. Potential
binary thin film alloys such has A ntim ony and Selenium (SbSe), Indium and Selenium
(InSe), Silicon (Si) and A ntim ony (Sb) have gained increasing interest over the last few
years because o f their superior characteristics and the ease w ith w hich these can be
fabricated com pared to that o f the traditionally used alloys.
The interesting feature o f InSe thin film alloys is that the difference in the dynam ic
resistance betw een am orphous and crystalline phases is very high (greater than lO^Q).
This avoids the concerns regarding the device failure due to phase decom position and
pow er consum ption efficiency [22]. R ecent studies on SbSe based thin film alloys such as
Sb 6 5 Sc 35

show that these alloys have

low

m elting tem perature (T^)

and

fast

crystallization speed (tc) over conventional GST thin films. D ue to the reduction in the
m elting tem perature (Tm), the resetting current required for SbSe based PRAM S devices
is far less than that o f GST based PRAM S, resulting in consum ption o f low pow er in
SbSe PRA M devices. Further more, as these thin films undergo relatively fast phase
transitions, devices based on them operate at high speeds. This extraordinary behavior o f
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SbSe based alloys led to the fabrication and study o f SbxScioo-x (40 < x <70) atomic
weight percentage thin films with varying com positions. Thin films show ed that the
com pound SbgoSe^o has the m axim um crystallization tem perature (Tc) [23 - 25].
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CH A PTER 3

EXPERIM ENTS
In this chapter, synthesis and characterization o f bulk SbSe samples, which is the
starting m aterial for thin film deposition is discussed. Also the tools used for fabrication
and characterization o f SbxSe,oo-x thin film samples along w ith their necessary
background details are discussed.

3.1 Synthesis and C haracterization o f B ulk SbSe
3.1.1 Bulk Samples Preparation
B ulk SbSe samples w ere synthesized using solid state reaction method. High purity
(99.9% ) A ntim ony (Sb) and Selenium (Se) metal pow ders obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
were w eighed in the appropriate ratio and thoroughly m ixed in an agate mortar. The
resultant product was pelletized using a dye and the pellets were introduced in a quartz
tube. The quartz tube was flushed w ith purified A r gas several tim es and evacuated to
approxim ately ICf^ Torr. The quartz tube was then sealed and fired to 875°C in a box
furnace. A fter 48h, the quartz tube was rem oved from the furnace and quenched to room
temperature. Four different com positions o f SbxScioo-x were placed in the same furnace
simultaneously.
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3.1.2 C haracterization o f Bulk Samples
The resultant ingot samples were characterized using X -ray diffraction (XRD) for
crystal structure, Spectroscopic Ellipsom eter for optical constants m easurem ent and
Energy D ispersive X -ray A nalysis (EDAX) for com position analysis o f each sample.
3.1.2.1 X -ray Diffraction
X-rays are electrom agnetic radiation o f w avelength about 1 Â, w hich is about the
same size as an atom. Discovery o f X -rays has enabled scientists to probe crystalline
structure and chem ical com position o f different materials and thin films. Essentially Xray diffraction has been used in two m ain areas, i.e., for the fingerprint characterization o f
crystalline materials and the determ ination o f their structure. Each solid crystalline has its
unique pow der X -ray diffraction pattern, w hich can be used to determ ine the material
structure [26]. X -ray diffraction is one o f the m ost im portant characterization tools used
in solid state m aterial science.
The unit cell structure o f any com pound can be determ ined by analyzing the
diffracted X -ray beam s in accordance w ith the Bragg's law. B ragg’s law is given by the
equation 3.1 w h ere'd ’ is the interplanar distance, '0' is the angle o f incidence w ith respect
to the plane and ‘k ’ is the w avelength o f the incident beam. As per Bragg's law,
depending upon the path difference betw een the tw o reflected beam s from inter planar
atoms, they either add up constructively or destructively resulting in a intensity pattern on
diffraction plates.
n (k) = 2dSin (9)

3.1

By m atching the incident angles o f m axim um intensity w ith that o f know n crystal
structure, the crystal structure along w ith the lattice constants, w hich describe a unit cell.
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can be obtained. The Figure 3.1 shows inter atomic planes betw een the atoms o f a solid
material.
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Figure 3.1 A schem atic diagram showing X -ray diffraction from crystal planes with
interplanar distance (d) [27].

Pow der X -ray diffraction experim ents w ere perform ed on the bulk

S b x S c io o -x

samples,

using PAN alaytical diffractom eter operating w ith a Cu (K -a) radiation source. Also high
tem perature up to 120°C x-ray diffraction experim ents w ere perform ed on Sb 5 5 Sc 45 bulk
sample in an inert gas atm osphere, in order to study the stability o f the bulk sample itself
w ith respect to the temperature. A schem atic figure showing the arrangem ent o f the X-ray
diffractom eter is presented in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2 A schem atic representation o f X -ray pow der D iffractom eter setup [28]

3.1.2.2 Energy D ispersive X-ray D iffraction (EDAX) Analysis
ED AX also sometimes referred to as EDS analysis, is a technique used for
determ ining the elem ental com position o f the specimen. The EDAX analysis system
works as an integrated feature o f a Scanning Electron M icroscope (SEM ), and can not
operate on its own w ithout the latter. In EDAX Analysis, the specim en to be analyzed is
placed inside the SEM and bom barded w ith an electron beam. The bom barding electrons
collide w ith the electrons o f the specim en atoms, knocking some o f them o ff in the
process. D uring this process, an electron from outer electronic shell eventually occupies
lower electronic shell vacated by an ejected inner shell electron. H owever, during this
transition from high energy state to low energy state, the difference o f energy between
the tw o states is radiated as X-ray. Furtherm ore, the atom o f every elem ent releases Xrays w ith unique energy and hence w avelength during this process. Thus, by m easuring
the energy present o f X -rays released by a specim en during electron beam bom bardm ent,
the identity o f the atom from w hich the X-ray was em itted can be established, w hich is
very useful in determ ining the com position o f each elem ent in a com pound [29].
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C om position o f all bulk samples w ere obtained using a JOEL electron probe
m icroanalyzer (EPM A) model JXA -8900 equipped with a scanning electron m icroscope
model JSM -5610, a photograph o f w hich is shown in figure 3.3.

Im agin g u sin g

\lA

1

Secondary
electron detector

Chamber

Figure 3.3 A photograph o f the SEM - EPM A system used.

3.1.2.3 Spectroscopic Ellipsom eter
Ellipsom etry is a sensitive and pow erful optical technique for the determ ination
surface optical properties o f thin films and bulk materials. As this is an optical technique,
spectroscopic ellipsom etry is non-destructive and contact less. A nalyzing the change o f
polarization o f light, w hich is reflected o ff a sample, one can determ ine the inform ation
regarding the thin film thickness and optical constants o f the surface such as refractive
index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) [30].
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H and polished bulk samples o f the dim ension 0.5 xO.5 cm^ were analyzed using a
variable angle Speetroseopie Ellipsom eter (M odel SE 200- A ngstrom Sun Teehnologies
Inc.,). Optical light w ith w avelength in the range 300-800 nm was used as the incident
beam. The angle o f ineidence was 75° to the norm al o f the sample. The intensity o f the
reflected w ave as a funetion o f w avelength was analyzed using standard software to
obtain (n) and im aginary (k) part o f refraetive index o f the four bulk samples. Figure 3.4
shows the experim ental set up o f a typieal ellipsometer.

Detector arm

Light

source

Sample

Polarizer

stage

Figure 3.4 A photograph showing a typieal Speetroseopie Ellipsom eter

3.2 Thin Film Fabrieation
Thin films o f different eom positions w ere deposited as thin films on Silieon (100)
substrate using D enton DV-502A V aeuum System. A deseription o f the system is
presented below.
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3.2.1 D enton D V -502A V acuum Evaporator System
D enton vacuum system is a tool used for depositing thin films. The deposition is done
through a physical deposition process (PVD). The Figure 3.5 is a schem atic diagram o f
the main com ponents o f the vacuum system.

Chamber

High Vac valv
cold head-

.

Roughing valve
Diffusion Pump
-M echanical Pump
Back V alve

Foreline valve

Figure 3.5 A schematic diagram showing different parts D enton DV-502A Vacuum
Evaporator system

As shown in the Figure 3.5, it has a cham ber w hich is connected to a pair o f vacuum
pum ps, nam ely m echanical and diffusion pump. These pum ps are coupled to each other
and to the cham ber through a set o f valves, i.e., roughing, high vacuum , back, foreline
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valves. To avoid any im purities during the deposition, the cham ber was evacuated by
running these pum ps sim ultaneously, until a certain degree o f desired vacuum level was
achieved. The vent valve is closed during the deposition and usually used to vent the
cham ber to the atmosphere. Typically the best vacuum level that can be achieved in this
equipm ent is around 10'^ torr.
Inside the vacuum cham ber, there is a pair o f electrodes connected through a resistive
tungsten filam ent or basket. The bulk m aterial (Target) to be deposited as thin film was
placed inside this basket and heated to a tem perature above its m elting point, by passing
current through the electrodes. D uring this process, the solid target evaporates and
eventually condenses onto the cooler substrate, w hich was placed on the platen beneath
the tungsten filament. The platen w as not rotated during deposition. A interior view o f the
vacuum cham ber showing the platen and the two electrodes is shown in the Figure 3.6.

/ ---------

Tungsten
filament

0,6 cm A1

I

Electrodes

Figure 3.6 A n Interior view o f the vacuum cham ber
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As m entioned earlier, in order to study the effect o f film thickness on its properties,
the substrates w ere placed at two different distances from the target. This was
accom plished by using a series o f alum inum plates each o f thickness 0.6cm as shown in
Figure 3.6. D uring deposition, a current o f 42A was allow ed to pass through the
electrodes, the pressure inside the cham ber was 9x10^ torr. Since the tim e o f deposition
w as only 3 seconds, it was estim ated the platen could not even be rotated one time
completely. Thus the platen was not rotated.
3.2.2 Thin Film Characterization
3.2.2.1 Thickness M easurem ent
The thicknesses o f the as-deposited thin films were determ ined using D ektak II
surface profilom eter. The D ektak II Surface Profiler is a m icroprocessor-based
instrum ent used for taking accurate m easurem ents on small vertical profiles ranging in
height from lOOnm to 10,000nm. It obtains vertical profiles by the m ovem ent o f a
sensitive diam ond tipped stylus over the substrate. The force w ith w hich the stylus moves
over the substrate is around 60mg and can be adjusted.

The vertical profile data is

recorded and sent to the transducer for digitization and future plot m anipulation [31].
This is a destructive w ay o f m easuring the thickness o f a thin film, because due to the
force exerted by the stylus on the surface o f the film, the film structure and properties
m ay change. In order to avoid this, a glass slide with step profile was created and the
silicon substrate was m ounted on it. Both the substrate and the slide were exposed for
deposition. N eglecting the subtle variations in height o f the glass slide and the substrate
w ith respect to the target, the step profile obtained on the glass slide was used for
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determ ining the thicknesses o f the film deposited. Figure 3.7 shows a typical D ektak II
profilom eter used for m easuring the thickness o f thin films.

Figure 3.7 A typical D ektak II surface profilom eter

3.2.2.2 Com positional and Structural Analysis
The com positions o f the thin films, w ith varying thicknesses were determ ined by
perform ing ED A X experiments on them. A lso the structural analysis o f the as-deposited
thin films was determ ined using X -ray diffraction, w hich are already discussed in detail
in section 3 .1 .2 .1 and 3 .1.2.2 respectively.
3.2.2.3 Optical and Electrical Properties
Optical properties o f the thin films w ere determ ined using Spectroscopic Ellipsom eter
in sim ilar fashion as done for bulk samples, discussed in section 3.1.2.3
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Electronic properties o f the thin film samples such as film resistivity, surface carrier
concentration, conductivity type i.e., ‘n ’ or ‘p ’ type sem iconductor etc. w ere determ ined
using K eithley 920 series Hall Test Equipment.
3.2.2.3.1 Hall Test Equipm ent
The basic w orking o f the Hall test equipm ent is based on the Hall Effect, discovered
by E. H. H all in 1879. A ccording to this effect w henever an electric current flows through
a conductor in presence o f a magnetic field, the magnetic field exerts a transverse force
on the m oving charge carriers w hich tends to push them to one side o f the conductor. To
counteract this, there is buildup o f charges at the sides o f the conductors, thus creating a
potential difference betw een the two sides o f the conductor. The presence o f this
m easurable transverse voltage is called the H all Effect and is m ost evident in thin flat
conductors and sem iconductors [32].
As a part o f experiment, the thin film sample was glued to the sample holder and four
contacts w ere created at the com ers o f the film using gold and silver paints respectively.
Later, the sample holder was placed betw een the poles o f an electrom agnet inside the hall
chamber. The snapshot o f the sample holder along w ith thin film is shown in Figure 3.8.

♦
Figure 3.8 H all sample holder along w ith the thin film w ith four contacts
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3.2.2.4 Effect o f A nnealing
Effect o f tem perature annealing on thin film behavior such has structure, optical and
electronic properties were carried by heating the samples under argon (Ar) ambient. The
thin film sam ples were placed on a quartz boat as shown in the Figure 3.9 w hose m elting
point is around 2000°C. Later, the boat was placed inside the H igh tem perature tube
furnace 54500 and heated to a tem perature 170°C for 60 m inutes, w ith the pressure o f the
tube being m aintained at 695 torr constantly.

Figure 3.9 Photograph showing typical furnace and Q uartz boat

3.2.2.5 Post A nnealing Analysis
A fter annealing, structural analysis was perform ed on the thin film sam ples using Xray diffractor to see any structural (physical) changes in the film, follow ed by
determ ining the optical and electronic properties o f the annealed samples as illustrated
earlier.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
SbSe bulk samples were synthesized and deposited as thin films on 100 plane Silicon
(Si) substrate. Thin films deposition was carried out under the following conditions,
current, I = 42A, pressure, P = 9x10'^ torr, and time o f duration, t = 3 sec. Com position
and structural o f bulk and thin films was perform ed using Scanning Electron M icroscope
(SEM ) and X -ray D iffracto - m eter (XRD). A lso bulk and thin film samples were
characterized with respect to the optical and electrical properties using Spectroscopic
Ellipsom eter and H all test equipm ent respectively.

4.1 Results and D iscussions
4.1.1 Bulk
4.1.1.1 Com positional Analysis
Com positions o f each bulk samples were verified using Energy D ispersive A nalysis
o f X -rays system (EDAX) associated with JO EL JSM - 5600 Scanning Electron
M icroscope. The observed results were w ell w ithin the designed values, w ith errors less
than 12% as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Com position o f Bulk samples obtained using E D A X

S.No

Compound

%. Atom ic Com position
D esigned Values

%. Error

ED A X Results

Sb

Se

Sb

Se

Sb

Se

1.

Sb4oSe6o

40

60

44.88

55.12

12.22

8.13

2.

SbjoSejo

50

50

53J#

46.41

7.18

&82

3.

Sb6oSe4o

60

40

55.49

44.51

7.51

11.80

4.

SbyoSeao

70

30

6R 82

31.18

1.68

3.90

The variation betw een the designed value and ED A X value o f com position can be
attributed to vapor pressure difference betw een Sb and Se at the quenching tem perature
of875°C .
4.1.1.2 Structural Analysis
Crystal structure o f bulk samples were determ ined using X ’Pert PRO PA N alytical Cu k (a) - 1.54 A^ XRD m achine, with voltage, V =40kV and current, 1=30mA. The
intensity versus 20 plots o f all four samples (listed in Table 1) show SbzSo] type
structure, i.e., orthorhom bic as shown in Figures 4.1 (a-d).
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Figure 4.1 X -ray Intensity versus 20 plots for (a) Sb 4 oSe6 o(b) SbsoSe^o (c) Sb 6 oSe4 o(d)
SbvoSeso

The stability o f the crystal structures with respect to the tem perature w ere determ ined
using in-situ high tem perature X -ray diffraction. Results presented in Figure 4.2 shows
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that the room tem perature bulk Sb$5 Se 45 crystal structure, i.e., orthorhom bic is stable at
least up to 120°C. In-situ tem perature in the XRD system could not be ranged beyond
120^C due to system limitations.

T e m p e r a tu r e (° C )
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CM g
CO

30

40
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T w o th eta (d e g .)
Figure 4.2 X-ray Intensity versus 20 plots for various showing the in-situ high
tem peratures o f B ulk Sb 5 sSe 45 sample.
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4.1.1.3 Optical Constants
Optical constants o f bulk com positions w ere determ ined using Spectroscopic
Ellipsom eter - M odel: SE200 A ngstrom Sun Technologies Inc. W ith the angle o f
incidence fixed at 75° refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) o f each bulk
sample was obtained for a series o f w avelengths ranging from 300 - 800 nm as shown in
the Figure 4.3. A verage values are calculated and tabulated in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3 Refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) versus w avelength (?t)
for the bulk Sb 4 oSe6 o.
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Table 4.2 Average optical constants o f bulk samples.

A verage Refractive

A verage Extinction

Index (n)

coefficient (k)

S.No

Compound

I.

Sb4oSe6o

3.95

1.13

2.

SbsoSejo

4.0

1.28

3.

Sb6oSe4o

6.23

0.83

4.

Sb7oSe3o

5.79

I.6 I

The variation o f average optical constants as a function o f com position is shown in
the Figure 4.4. It is observed that the average refractive index (n) increases w ith increase
in Sb content from 3.95 at 40% o f Sb to 6.23 at 60% o f Sb and decreases slightly to 5.79
beyond that. The variation in average extinction coefficient (k) is random.
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Figure 4.4 Plot o f average refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) as a function
o f Sb content.

4.1.2 Thin Films
4.1.2.1 Thickness
The bulk materials were deposited as thin films on (100) silicon substrate using
D enton D V -502A vacuum system. As m entioned in chapter 3, thin films o f two different
thicknesses w ere deposited for every bulk target by varying the distance betw een the
target and the substrate using A lum inum (Al) plates as m entioned in chapter 3. The
distances used were x = 3.7 cm and y = 2.9, 1.7 cm respectively. The thicknesses o f the
two films were determ ined using D ektak 11 surface profiler and their variation as a
function o f distance from the substrate is shown in the Figure 4.5. The thickness has 1/d^
dependence w here‘d ’ is the distance betw een the source and the substrate. Upon
substituting the values o f x and y in equation 4.1, distance (d) is calculated. The
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thicknesses obtained for two different distances for various compositions are reported in
Table 4.3.

4.1

Table 4.3 Thicknesses o f the deposited thin films for two distances for various
com positions

D istance betw een the
S.No

C om pound

source and substrate,

Thickness in pm

d in cm
la.

Sb4oSe6o

4.701

0.65

lb .

Sb4oSC60

4.071

1.00

2a.

SbfoSeso

4.701

0.525

2b

SbsoSeso

4.071

1.70

3a.

Sb6oSe4o

4.701

0.3

3b.

SbgoSe4o

4.071

1.66

4a.

SbyoSeso

4.701

0.2

4b.

SbyoSeso

4.071

0.6
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Thickness vs Distance

S b 4 0 S e6 0 - Thickness 1
# — S b 4 0 S e6 0 - Thickness 2
0.5
4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.2

Distance (d) in cm

Figure 4.5 Thickness versus distance (d) betw een source and substrate o f Sb 4 oSe6 o thin
films.

4.1.2.2 Com positional A nalysis
It is very crucial that for device applications the com positions o f the deposited thin
films are consistent w ith respect to the com positions o f the bulk samples. This was
verified by subjecting the thin film samples to ED A X analysis. The obtained results are
presented in Table 4.4. From the data reported in Table 4.4, the discrepancy betw een the
com positions o f the bulk and thin films is less than 7%. This level o f variation is
acceptable as the thin film deposition is a evaporation technique, w here differential vapor
pressure at m elting point m ay result in variation in composition. A part from determ ining
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the composition o f films, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to obtain the
m icro-structural im ages o f the thin films w hich are shown in the Figure 4.4 respectively.

Figure 4.6 M icro-structural images o f Sb 4 oSe6 o thin film obtained using SEM.
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Table 4.4 ED A X results o f com position o f various bulk and thin film s and the %

discrepancy betw een the results.

S.No

Com pound

%. Discrepancy

ED A X results in %. Atomic
C om position
Bulk

Thin films

Sb

Se

Sb

Se

Sb

Se

la.

Sb4oSC60

44.88

55.12

4 8 j#

55.12

0

0

lb.

Sb4oSC60

44.88

55.12

43.05

56.95

4.07

3.30

2

a.

SbsoSeso

53.59

46.41

51.23

48.77

4.40

5^8

2

b.

SbsoScso

53.59

46.41

51.46

48.54

3.97

4J#

3a.

Sb6oSe4o

55.49

44.51

5T 63

42.37

3.85

4.80

3b.

Sb6oSe4o

55.49

44.51

58.24

41.76

4.95

6.15

4a.

Sb7oSC30

6&82

31.18

67.72

3228

1.59

152

4b.

SbyoSeso

6&82

31.18

6828

31.72

0.78

0.16

From Figure 4.4, it is found that there are void spots on thin film surface indicating
that the deposition is not uniform. This can be avoided by either slowing dow n the rate o f
deposition, i.e., increasing the time o f deposition or by em ploying different deposition
techniques such as Sputtering, Chem ical V apor D eposition (CYD) etc.
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4.1.2.3 Pre/Post - A nnealing
It is m entioned in chapter 3, that the thin films were annealed in order to study the
effect o f tem perature on thin film properties such as crystalline structure, optical and
electrical properties.
4.1.2.3.1 Structural analysis
XRD was perform ed on pre-annealed film samples and the obtained results are
presented in the Figures 4.7 through 4.14.
Pre/Post - annealing X -ray diffraction analysis o f thin film samples show that o f the
four different com positions, only Sb 4 oSc6 o thin film sample o f tw o different thicknesses
crystallized to orthorhom bic structure upon heating to 170^C as shown in the Figure 4.7
(a - b). This change in crystal structure is attributed to the phase transform ation occurring
in thin films upon application o f heat energy. From the Figures 4.7 - 4.14, it is noticed
that the crystallization tem perature (Tc) for thin film com positions w ith higher Sb content
(> 40% ) is greater than 170° C, i.e., the am ount o f heat energy required for phase
transform ation in these thin film com positions is higher than Sb 4 oSe6 o thin films.
4.1.2.3.2 Optical Constants
O ptical constants n and k o f pre/post - annealed films w ere determ ined using
spectroscopic ellipsom eter w ith the conditions being the same as m entioned in section
4.1.1.3. The obtained optical param eters are illustrated in the Table 4.5.
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(b)
Figure 4.7 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 20 plots for Sb 4 oSe 6 othin
film o f 0.65 pm thickness.
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Figure 4.8 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 20 plots for Sb 4 oSe6 o thin
film o f 1.00 pm thiekness.
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(b)
Figure 4.9 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 20 plots for SbsoSesothin
film o f 0.525 pm thickness.
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(b)
Figure 4.10 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 29 plots for SbsoSesothin
film o f 1.70 pm thickness.
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(b)
Figure 4.11 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 20 plots for Sb 6 oSe4 othin
film o f 0.30 pm thickness.
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(b)
Figure 4.12 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 20 plots for Sb 6 oSe4 othin
film o f 1.66 pm thickness.
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D iffiaction pattern o f SbT oSeso Thin Film
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Figure 4.13 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 26 plots for SbyoSesothin
film o f 0.20 pm thickness.
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Figure 4.14 (a) - (b) pre/post annealed X-ray Intensity versus 26 plots for SbyoSesothin
film o f 0.60 pm thickness.
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Table 4.5 Pre/Post - annealed optical constants o f film samples.

S.No

Com pound

Average R efractive Index

A verage Extinction

(n)

Coefficient (k)

Pre - A nneal

Post -

Pre - Anneal

Post - A nneal

A nneal
la.

Sb4oSC60

168

3.44

1.30

1 .6 8

lb.

Sb4oSC60

4.06

3.74

1.37

1.43

2

a.

SbsoScso

4.05

179

0.97

1.54

2

b.

SbsoScso

4.29

3.75

0.76

1.41

3a.

Sb6oSC40

288

4.27

1.79

0.54

3b.

Sb6oSC40

2.45

4.41

1.69

0.64

4a.

SbyoSCso

103

526

1.57

028

4b.

SbyoSCso

283

185

1.47

0.60
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Figure 4.15 Plot o f average refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient (k) o f pre and
post annealed films as a function o f Sb content.
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From Figure 4.15 shows the variation o f average optical constants o f thin films before
and after annealing as a function o f com position. It is found that the average refractive
index (n) o f annealed films increases from 3.5 at 40% Sb to 4.6 at 70% Sb. W here as the
average extinction coefficient (k) o f annealed films decreases from 1.5 to 0.45 and
increases slightly to 0.5 beyond 60% o f Sb. H igh refractive index and low extinction
coefficient indicates that the thin films tends to behave as a good dielectric material, with
low loss factor. A lso the difference in average optical constants o f thin films o f two
different thicknesses is less than

10

%.

4.1.2.3.3 Electrical Properties
Electrical param eters such as carrier concentration, m obility, and type o f conductor o f
film samples were determ ined using Hall test equipment. The results obtained are
tabulated in the Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6 Pre/Post - annealed electrical parameters o f tbin film samples

S.No

Carrier concentration

M obility

Rh

(cm^)

(cm’/V /s)

implies

Sample

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

la.

Sb4oSego

3.5X10'^

9.0X10'^

2.2X10'^

2.1X10’

P

n

lb .

Sb4oSego

6.2X10'^

2.3X10'^

2.1X10’

2.0X10’

P

n

2

a.

SbsoScso

2.2X10'^

4.5X10'^

3.8X10’

1.4X10’

n

n

2

b.

SbsoScjo

8.8X10'^

2.9X10'^

I.IXIO’

1.3X10'

n

n

3a.

Sb6oSC4o

2.4X10'^

8.2X10'^

5.8X10'

i.ix io '

n

n

3b.

Sb6oSC4o

7.6X10'^

4.1X 10”

1.4X10'

1.2X10'

n

n

4a.

SbvoScao

2.9X10^7

6.9X 10”

1.6X10'

i.o x io '

n

n

4b.

SbyoScso

5.2 X 1 0 '’

8.9X 10”

I.IX IO '

0.95

n

n

From Figure 4.16, it is observed that the num ber o f carriers, i.e., carrier concentration
per cm^ in thin films increases w ith increase in Sb content. This is probably due to the
increased sem i-m etallic nature o f the films at higher Sb levels. Also it is found that the
carrier concentration o f annealed films is greater than that o f pre - annealed ones. This is
because during annealing process, the atoms in am orphous (pre-annealed) films gain
energy and tend to align them selves in a particular pattern (polycrystalline). It is during
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this process that the num ber o f charge traps per cm decreases w ith an associated increase
in carrier concentration.

Carrier Concentration vs %. Sb content
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Figure 4.16 Plot o f carrier concentration o f pre/post annealed films as a tunction o f Sb
content.

A n increase in carrier concentration is accom panied by decrease in the m obility (p) o f
the carriers. This is obvious that as the num ber o f charge carriers increases, the num ber o f
scattering events such has, carrier - carrier collisions, carrier - atom collision etc.
increases and eventually slowing dow n the carrier mobility. Figure 4.17 shows the
variation o f carrier m obility w ith change in Sb content. A dditionally it is found that the
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conductivity o f Sb4oSc6o thin film upon heating changes from p - type to n - type as
shown in Table 4.6. The reason for this switch in conductivity is not obvious.

Mobility (p in cm A//s) vs %. Sb Content
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Figure 4.17 Plot o f M obility o f pre/post annealed films as a function o f Sb content.
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4.2 Summary

A fter perform ing an extensive study o f the structural, electrical, and optical properties
o f selected com positions o f bulk and thin film SbxSeioo-x (for x = 40, 50, 60, 70) phase
change m em ory alloys, the following conclusions are drawn.
■

The structure o f bulk samples is orthorhom bic, w ith com positions being well
w ithin the designed values.

■

B ulk Sb 5 5 Sc 45 rem ains stable w ithout undergoing any chem ical or structural
decom position even at tem peratures close to 120'*C.

■

As deposited thin films are amorphous.

■

Com positions o f thin films are consistent w ith respect to the bulk, w ith errors
less than 7%.

■

Thickness o f the deposited films experience 1/d’ dependence w h ere'd ' is the
distance betw een the source and the substrate.

■

Crystallization tem perature (Tc) o f thin films increase w ith increase in Sb
content and Sb 4 oSe6 o thin film samples crystallizes at 170''C.

■

R efractive index (n) o f annealed films increases w ith increase in Sb content,
com plem entarily Extinction coefficient (k) decreases.

■

Carrier concentration o f annealed films increases w ith increase in Sb content,
w ith an associated decrease in carrier mobility.

■

Conductivity o f annealed Sb 4 oSe6 o thin film sam ples switches from p-type to
n-type.

■

The intensity peaks o f Sb 4 oSe6 o film o f 1 pm thickness are relatively high than
the one w ith 0.65 pm thickness.
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C H A PTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W O RK
5.1 Conclusions
B ulk SbSe phase change alloys o f varying com positions were synthesized and
structural and optical properties o f bulk were investigated. The crystal structure o f bulk
SbSe is found to be orthorhom bic at room tem perature and results o f in-situ X-ray
diffraction on bulk Sb 5 5 Sc 45 show that the bulk rem ains stable up to 120°C upon heating.
Bulk SbxSeioo-x (40 < x < 70) samples were deposited as thin films on Silicon (100) plane
substrate using vacuum evaporator system. From XRD analysis, it is found that as
deposited thins films are amorphous. The results o f com positional analysis on bulk and
thin film samples show that the deviation in com position is within 10%. It is observed
that thickness o f the thin film deposited exhibits a

1

/d’ dependence w here‘d ’ is the

distance betw een the source and the substrate. Structural analysis on annealed thin films
samples show that Sb 4 oSe6 o films crystallize at 170°C and the crystallization tem perature
(Tc) increases w ith increase in Sb content o f the films. Also it is noticed that for annealed
thin films the refractive index (n) increases and extinction coefficient (k) decreases, with
increase in Sb content. Hall m easurem ents on pre - annealed and post - annealed films
indicate that the carrier concentration o f annealed films increases w ith increase in
Sbcontent, with an associated decrease in carrier m obility (p). A dditionally it is found
that the conductivity o f Sb 4 oSc6 o samples switches from p-type to n-type upon annealing.
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5.2 Future Work

The following are few recom m endations for possible future research in this area:
■

D epositing thin films w ith com positions o f Sb content lesser than 40% and
studying their behavior with respect to crystal structure, electrical, and optical
properties upon annealing.

■

The quality and uniform ity in thickness o f the film deposited can be controlled by
em ploying better deposition technique such as DC pulsed or RF Sputtering.

■

M easure the resistivity o f thin films using four point contact method.

■

D esign and process M em ory Device structures exploiting the low tem perature
phase transitions.
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